Creating Graded Evolve Assignments in Canvas

Introduction: This guide will walk you through creating graded assignments in Canvas.

**NOTE:** There are 4 types of products that have assignments that can be linked to Canvas using these steps: Clinical Skills, Elsevier Adaptive Learning, and select versions of Evolve Resources, and Online Courses. In Evolve resources and online courses the only assignments that will pass directly to the gradebook will be inside of a folder marked as gradable resources.

**External Tool Setup**

1. Login to Canvas and go to your desired course.
2. Click the + button in the upper-right-hand corner in the module you desire.
3. Click [New Assignment].

4. Name the assignment as desired and click Add Item.
5. Click on the **title** of the assignment you just made.

6. Click **Edit** in the upper-right-hand corner.
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7. Scroll down and change **Submission Type** to **External Tool** and click **Find**.

8. Click **Evolve Link**.
9. Click on the **title** of the resource your assignment is in.

   - Clinical Skills: Skills for Nursing Collection, 1st Edition
   - Evolve Resources for Exploring Medical Language, 10th Edition
   - Medical Terminology Online with Elsevier Adaptive Learning for Medical Terminology & Anatomy for Coding, 3rd Edition

10. Continue clicking through the subfolder until you find the assignment. Click the **Create Link** button to the right of the assignment.
11. Click **Select**.
12. Change Points, Assignment Group, Display Grade as, and Assign as desired, then click either Save or Save & Publish.